WHO
WE
ARE?

Nuvac Intl. General Trading L.L.C is a parent company to a compendium of firms that provide
different services all around the globe. Our main focus narrows down to four major areas of
specialty, from where we have built ourselves a name in the entire Middle East region. We are
home to four of the most distinguished brands in Abu Dhabi dealing in:
• Communications Engineering
• Web Solutions
• Food Packaging
• Product Supplies and Related services
For the last five years our affiliate brands, Voizearabia and Hautecoffre, through our lead company
Nuvac, have delivered quality services to hundreds of loyal customers in Middle East and beyond.
We attribute our success to our creative and talented staff, who through their commitment and
hard work have enabled us to dispense services to our clients both on time and on budget.

Our Vision

To become the face card of Service delivery in the Middle East Region and the
entire World.

Mission Statement

We want to make a significant change in the Service Industry and provide matchless
quality of service to our clients. Our principal focus is to build a strong and long lasting
relationship between our clients and our brand.

What We Value

Customer Satisfaction

Our first priority is to ensure utmost
satisfaction of our customers who have
shown faith in us all the way. We want
to exceed their expectations when it
comes to quality of services and service
delivery. For this reason, our team is
always working on new products and
improving on the areas highlighted by
our
clients.
The
constant
communication we try to maintain
between us and our clients helps us
understand exactly what our clients
want.

Efficiency

Moreover, we are always working on the
ground on real life projects and this
way we have come to understand the
changing tastes in the markets we are
working in. Over time clients have
come to reap from our long experience
in our fields of expertise, since we
always provide helpful advice to them
whenever they need it. Our hands-on
approach has helped us remain
efficient in both service delivery and
creativity.

Being a company of many
specialties, Nuvac has three major
Brands from where we dispense
services to our clients. Depending
on the nature of your request, we
will
redirect you to the related
department. Each of our departments has its own function and
majors in one specific industry.
Nevertheless, all enquiries can be
made through our Nuvac main
Portal. Our Brands are Nuvac
Technologies (Parent Company),
Voizearabia and Hautecoffre.
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About Nuvac Technologies
The Internet is a wild, impenetrable jungle that only the fittest can survive. It
takes years of research, hard work and endurance just to learn the craft of going
up the search engines and building a genuine audience. A lot of skills and
creativity are needed to build a steadfast web system and the few thingsthat
most people are aware of, such as Web design and hosting, are just a tip of the
iceberg. Nuvac Technologies happens to be a uniquely precast firm in this industry as it’s among the few internet firms where you can get all your web issues
resolved. You want, web development, we’ve got it. You need a website redesigned or rebranded, we can do that too, plus a whole lot of other great stuff.

Our Services

Our firm specializes in the
following services:

Web design and
Development
Our Web experts can set up a new
website for your company and design
it as you wish. We are competitive in
all reputable web development
platforms, which are mentioned in the
table below. To give you an edge over
the others, our web designers and
developers always create lightweight,
easy to use and responsive websites
for our clients. In case your site runs a
web app on its backend, we can
customize any theme for you to
become its front end or run as its child
theme.
MAGAZINE

Web Platforms we Develop for
Wordpress Weebly
Wix Square Space
Ghost Tumblr
Joomla Drupal
Medium Blogger

NEWS
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Graphic Design

Designing accounts for a very big percentage of all the
custom work assigned to us. Over time our designers
have come to master this knack in and out and we
can never disappoint you when design work comes
into question. Among the things we design are:
Banners, Company Profiles, Logos, Brochures and
Magazines.

Branding

We also do branding for companies and some bit of
marketing in the internet for specific products. If you
are looking for a firm that will give you unique and
affordable branding services then Nuvac is the
company you need to work with. We work closely with
our packaging department (Haute Coffre) so that we
can also brand the packaged products upon request
by the client. Up to now we have at least 5 years of
experience in high
quality HD branding.

Web Hosting

We recently rolled out our website hosting service which is at the time running smoothly.
Being an old player in the web solutions industry we know exactly what clients want and
have incorporated more than just that. Clients need affordable, rock solid web hosting and
Nuvac Technologies gives you just that. Our steadfast web hosting service has come to be
appreciated by clients who can hardly compare what they get from us to their previous
webhosts. We have done our very best to ensure that Server down issues never occur in
our servers and for the little unavoidable ones we try to resolve them almost
immediately. At the moment we are hosting two types of clients, those who can afford
dedicated servers (mostly big firms) and those with smaller sites and blogs that can only
afford shared servers.

Brand Name:
Voizearabia
Industry:
Communications
Engineering
Voizarabia is a firm that solely
specializes in providing effective,
cheap and reliable means of
communication between offices or
(departments in companies) via Voice
over Internet Protocol (VOIP). IP
telephony or simply VOIP is not a new
thing in the market. As a matter of
fact, the technology has been
running in offices all over the world
for the last one decade or so The only
issue is that, now more than ever,
companies
are
committing
themselves fully into handing over all
their communication means to
Voiceover IP channels. What this
means, is that companies no longer
want to spend on internet and at the
same time spend on telephone
service providers. Companies and

agencies want to cut communication
bills through using the internet for all
their communication needs. What
this calls for is a reliable and
experienced VOIP company to install
and service all the equipment
involved in this communication
model.
Without
a
good
Communication service provider,
VOIP devices can be very frustrating.

Why choose us?
We at Voizearabia are aware of the
complicated
nature
of
VOIP
equipment and how serious a loss
they could bring to your business. For
this reason, we are always working
with the best engineers in this industry to provide quality VOIP installation
and maintenance services to our
clients. Our dynamic staff have further
ventured into developing custom
VOIP apps for different platforms just
to ensure that we keep up with the
ever changing communications

industry. Already, we have already
tapped into the potential that lies
beneath the Android and Linux
operating Systems and have come
up with tens of Valuable Voice over
apps. Depending on the nature of
your business or Communications
experts in this department always
provides
you
with
valuable
guidance on which is the best
VOIP app or module for your company. We are also providing maintenance services to all our
esteemed customers who don’t
already have experts in VOIP
equipment
maintenance.

Our Products
As mentioned earlier, Voizearabia
takes Android development with a
little bit more gravity since we
believe that it’s the future of the
VOIP technology. Hence, we have
built several Android VOIP apps
that are ideal for communication
in companies, departments and
offices. Have a look.
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Brand Name:

Haute Coffre
Industry:

Food packaging

About Haute Coffre

Haute Coffre is at the heart of all
successful brands in Abu Dhabi and in
the U.A.E in general. Over the years, we
have helped hundreds of companies,
particularly food companies, soar to
heights they had never anticpated. We
deal in Branding, Marque Marketing
and Custom Packaging for all types of
goods. Our world-class designers and
innov ators have pioneered some of
the most creative pack designs in the
industry. Regardless of the product
type, we always fashion a perfect wrap
up for your product, and even imprint
a company emblem of your choice on
it.Our Portfolio bears some of the most

reputable brands in the Middle East,
some of which have continued
contracting us for all their branding and
packaging tasks. Our work strategy
involves understanding the Client’s
vision
for
their
company
and
implementing only that which the
client has in mind. This way, we are able
to achieve a sound level of exceptionality in our packaging styles and also come
up with appealing designs that will help
you sell more. Moreover, from our long
experience in the packaging industry,
we have collected a wide range of wrapper designs, which our undecided
clients can choose from.

W

hy Choose

Haute Coffre?

Packaging is a very nit-picky art that
can either make or build a brand. If
you know that your product is worth
every penny, then you wouldn’t want
to trust just anybody to do the
packaging for you. Of course you want
to work with a company that has an
incontestable track record. For the last
five years, Haute Coffre has been doing
custom packaging work for some of
the most renowned brands in Middle
East. We have particularly impressed
our clients from the food industry. As a
matter of fact, food packaging
constitutes the larger part of all our
packaging tasks. As a way to help our

clients improve on sales through our
packs, we use high definition branding machines to imprint the clients
brand on the
pack. Besides, our
design team is always ready to handle
any custom work ordered by the
client. The good thing with us is that
we give you a chance to choose from a
wide range of designs in our disposable products, foil packs, packing
boxes, tableware, paper bags and any
other wrapping product you would
want. This extension is made possible
for our clients through our portal,
where they can familiarize themselves
with our past packaging works.

plastic
products

We have different models of plastic packs ready for any use. Our containers are airtight
hence ideal for bacteria-free food packaging. They also come in different sizes and
designs, depending on the client’s demand. Here are some of our designs.

clear plastic
container

plastic bags

plastic plate
and tray

crystal plate

cling film

clear cup

micro waveble container

black base
containers

cutlery range

table sheet

OUR PRODUCTS
Haute Coffre deals in all kinds of packaging
containers inclusive of Plastic packets,
Aluminum foils, boxes, baked products
packages among others. Here is an in depth
look to some of our generic products.

Pizza Boxes

Nothing spoils a well-cooked pizza
like some faulty pizza packaging. We
have all had this problem of pizza
boxes just collapsing all on their own:
Either because of lose packing or
simply because you used a poor
quality pizza box. Just because you
piled a few pizzas on top of one
another on your car’s back seat,
doesn’t mean that they should come
crumbling down into one big mess.
These are not the kind of things that
should ruin your pizza deliveries. If
you are running a pizza business, bad
quality boxes will surely harm your
business’s reputation. This is why we
bring you the Haute Coffre Premium
Pizza Boxes. With our boxes, you are
assured that your pizzas will stay
intact no matter how long a distance
you want to ferry them.

Aluminum Foils

We offer the best quality of foil
rolls in the market for both
commercial and domestic use.
Our foils are tested to ascertain
that they are in line with the
recommended safety standards
and therefore you can rest
assured that they won’t have any
negative effect on your packed
food.

Aluminum Containers

Our Aluminum packs are stylish,
airtight and have a touch of modernity. Soggy meals are a thing
of the past if you decide to embrace our budget-friendly aluminum containers.

paper
products

baking molds

doilies

facial tissue

ice cream

noodle soup bowls

paper box

paper cup

paper napkin

paper rolls

paper bags

snack pack

savoury packs

tray mat

aluminium
products

Aluminium Foil

aluminium containers

Foam Products

Foam packs are best suited
for short term tasks such as
carrying camping meals, so
that once you are done you
can simply disposethe foam
container. They are usually
light in weight making
them just perfect for use as
travelling
packs.
Haute
Coffre
will
make
you
custombudget-friendly
foam
packs
for
your
business all without a hitch.

foam bexes

foam trays

Tableware:

We design custom table ware too for our customers. Additionally, you can always select
you desired table ware from our ready-made well-designed crockery to save time. We
design and manufacture:

Cups

Cutlery

Plates

Trays

wooden
products

In case you wish to have a traditional touch of wood, we are always there to help. Our
designers can design custom wooden stuff such as

chopsticks

frills

skewers

fruit picks

toothpicks

Haute Coffre gives you the freedom to decide how you want to pack your
products. Regardless of your business size, our team will always handle
your custom work without delay nor a hitch. Since we are always creating
and inventing new packaging designs, you can rest assured that we won’t
disappoint you if you give us your packaging work. The materials used to
manufacture our containers and packs are 100% safe for human use, and
have bee n matched up with the international standards. You can trust
our brand to keep your business running and reputation growing.

NUVaC
services

TOOLS & HARDWARE
SAFETY & ELECTRICALS
PLUMBING & SANITARY
A/C TECHNICAL PARTS

